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Starting point

• Learning MDP models can be useful

• Learning a distribution over models can be 
more useful than learning a single model 
(helps exploration)

• We want to handle continuous state spaces
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Bayesian learning for MDP 
models

node and ! < 1," < 0 are parameters that govern whether the tree distribution
is skewed towards deeper or shallower trees. If the decision is to split the tree,
a dimension to split along and a splitting point are chosen uniformly. This
sampling process starts with a single-node tree containing all of the state space,
and terminates when the decision not to split is made for all the leaves of the
current tree. This last tree is the one that the process outputs. In order to
maintain an upper bound on the computational cost, the prior could assign a
probability mass of zero to all trees with more than a certain number of leaf
nodes.

3.3 Posterior representation

Similarly to the prior, the posterior distribution over models will be split into
structure posterior and parameter posterior:

P (!,"|h) = P ("|!, h)P (!|h)

for any history h = (s0, a0, r1, s1, ..., an!1, rn, sn).
Under the Dirichlet prior assumption, the parameter posterior P ("|!, h)

will also have a Dirichlet form, namely

"a(#, ·) ! Dir(!a(#, #1) + n(#, a, #1),
..,!a(#, #|!|) + n(#, a, #|!|))

where n(#, a, #i) is the number of times a state in #i follows a state in # when
action a is taken in history h.

The average transition probability under the Dirichlet posterior, which will
be useful in future computations, has the form

!
"a(#, #")P ("!

a |h, !)d" =
#a(#, #")

"|!|
i=1 #a(#, #i)

where "!
a denotes the vector of probabilities "a(#, ·), and #a(#, #i) = !a(#, #i)+

n(#, a, #i) are the posterior Dirichlet parameters.
As mentioned before, the estructure posterior P (!|h) is maintained in an

approximate, particle filter style fashion. The set of trees sampled from the
prior are all initially assigned the same weight. The weights are then updated
using Bayes’ rule:

P (!|h, s, a, s") =
1
$
P (s", s, a|!, h)P (!|h)

P (M |ht, rt+1, st+1) =
P (st+1, rt+1|M,ht)P (M |ht)

P (st+1, rt+1|ht)

Given a history ht = s0, a0, r1, s1, ...st, at, we have
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Posterior
Prior

(I know..)
Likelihood

Normalization factor
(requires integration over all models)
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Example: state aggregation
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Example: state aggregation
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Example: state aggregation
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can easily construct a partition-to-partition
transition matrix
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Idea #1

• Separate out everything that can be 
analytically updated

• Given a discretization of the state space, the 
probabilities of transitioning between partitions 
can be updated analytically
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is a multinomial

- can use a Dirichlet prior
for closed form updates

What about the distribution
over discretizations?
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Idea #2

• Maintain an approximate distribution over 
structures by sampling from the posterior

• Sampling can be performed using Markov 
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods

• propose changes to the discretization (e.g. 
splits, merges)

• accept the changes with prob. proportional 
to likelihood of stored data

• If re-sampling is too expensive, re-weight 
existing set of discretizations
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Idea #3

• Using the likelihood of stored data for model 
selection does not mean overfitting!

Overfitting Incremental (Bayesian) likelihood

1. use stored data
to estimate

transition matrix

2. compute likelihood
of estimated matrix
on the same data

1. use data up to st

to estimate
transition matrix

2. compute likelihood
of estimated matrix

on st+1

3. do this for all t
and multiply results

Given a partition D whose quality we want to evaluate:
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Idea #4

• The posterior distribution over models can be 
used for optimally trading off between exploration 
and exploitation in any environment
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Idea #4

• The posterior distribution over models can be 
used for optimally trading off between exploration 
and exploitation in any environment.. NOT!
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Idea #4

• The posterior distribution over models can be 
used for optimally trading off between exploration 
and exploitation in any environment.. NOT!

• Even given the correct posterior, one would need 
to solve continuous high dimensional POMDPs to 
find the optimal trade-off

• The hope is that approximate POMDP solutions 
are still good enough

• Myopic exploration heuristics could still be used 
(e.g., value of perfect information)
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Average model likelihood
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Continuous stochastic navigation domain, random policy
No obstacles, some varying dynamics
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Value function distribution
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• Let b be the current distribution over models

• Let bs!s! to be the posterior distribution after observing the transition s! s"

• V !"
(s0)

• Q#(s0, a1, b) = r + Pb(s0|s1)(r + V #(s0, bs1!s0)) + Pb(sT |s1)r

• Q#(s0, a2, b) = r + Pb(s0|s2)(r + V #(s0, bs2!s0)) + Pb(sT |s2)r

P (M) =
Y

s,a

P (Ms,a,.)

2

after various amounts of experience
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Summary

• Separate the posterior over models into

• posterior over discretizations (updated 
implicitly by re-sampling)

• posterior over transition matrices given a 
discretization (updated analytically)

• Cross-validation style measure for likelihood

• Need to explore possibilities for using the 
resulting distribution for exploration
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